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LEADING US WIRELESS 5G PROVIDER DEPLOYS ENTOUCH'S SMART 

BUILDING PLATFORM 

More than 2,600 retail locations are now using ENTOUCH energy management systems 

August 16, 2022 - Richardson, TX – ENTOUCH, the leader in energy management and smart building technology, 

recently deployed its energy management system to more than 2,600 leading wireless voice and data service 

provider retail locations. This deployment exemplifies leadership in identifying best practices to drive sustainability 

and operational goals that position the organization well in a very competitive marketplace. 

ENTOUCH deployed at an exceptionally high velocity. In fact, during a single 20-week period, ENTOUCH initially 

deployed more than 1,700 retail locations. This joint initiative has reduced energy use by an average of 17% 

enterprise-wide. These exceptional results were accomplished by implementing ENTOUCH's cutting-edge 

technology that provides pinpoint control of their retail building infrastructure and detailed reporting for future 

critical maintenance decision-making.  

The project aims to reduce the energy used by the more than 4,000 retail facilities and help meet the 

organization's sustainability goals. Additionally, deploying the ENTOUCH solution will also reduce facility operating 

expenses.  

"Organizations are under increasing pressure to drive sustainability goals and remain competitive in the 

marketplace," said Todd Brinegar, ENTOUCH EVP of Sales and Marketing, "ENTOUCH's partnership with this global 

provider proves market leaders do not have to sacrifice organizational success to reduce greenhouse gases and 

mitigate the impacts of climate change." 

- more- 
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ENTOUCH's platform makes building optimization simple. Leveraging near real-time data and powerful analytics, 

customers can automate assets at their sites so they are in full control while being powered by a state-of-the-art 

platform. 

"We are thrilled with the addition of our US wireless voice and data service provider to our portfolio of 

customers," says Jon Bolen, CEO of ENTOUCH. "Energy-conscious businesses are key to establishing energy security 

today and a more sustainable future." 
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About ENTOUCH  

Founded in Dallas, Texas, in 2008, ENTOUCH is the leader in energy management as a service and smart building 

technology. Our turnkey solution digitally transforms and optimizes operations while reducing energy usage to 

drive profitability for multisite businesses. We are the only provider that owns our entire technology stack and has 

the capability to take over heterogeneous systems and manage them from a single cloud solution. We lead the 

industry in speed, deployment quality, and the ENTOUCH.360 service has earned a 100% renewal rate.  


